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I. Verbal Ability: 80% 

✽ Select the best answer to complete the sentence. Then mark an X over the letter that corresponds to your 

answer choice as shown in the following example.  

Example: A  B  C  D  (B is the best answer) 

† Note: Please DO NOT circle, tick or underline your choice on the Answer Sheet! 

 

Part A.  Vocabulary in Context: Choose the best word to make the sentence meaningful. (Questions 

1-20) 

1. Internet users can protect their ______ by deleting cookies. 

A. interpretation   B. privacy   C. option   D. habitus 

2. You’d better make sure of the ______ of the Gucci bag before you buy it. 

A. credibility   B. longevity   C. humility   D. authenticity 

3. International students must take _____ language courses in advance. 

A. intensive   B. attentive   C. concentric   D. affirmative 

4. Joe _____ himself from his classmates because of low self-esteem. 

A. transmitted   B. assembled   C. isolated   D. enraged   

5. There are several kinds of scholarships for _______ students. 

A. illegitimate   B. prestigious   C. underprivileged   D. grotesque 

6. Teddy was _______ with COVID-19. 

A. prescribed   B. diagnosed   C. contributed   D. analyzed 

7. Nowadays, people share an _______ amount of information on the internet. 

A. unprecedented   B. unearthed   C. indecent   D. authoritative 

8. One must ____ if he or she has contact with a person who has been tested positive for coronavirus. 

A. symptom   B. commit   C. infuriate   D. quarantine  

9. ______ is considered the main tool for the prevention of COVID 19. 

A. Infection   B. Vaccination   C. Alienation   D. Complication 

10. The ______ with social media may cause mental disorder. 

A. interaction   B. complicity   C. absurdity   D. infatuation 

11. Video games would _______ children from studying. 

A. immerse   B. forfeit   C. distract   D. nominate 

12. It’s illegal to change one’s name for ______ purposes. 

A. sophisticated   B. interactive   C. complicated   D. fraudulent 

13. If you find it hard to sleep, you can ask the doctor to ______ sleeping pills. 

A. announce   B. declare   C. prescribe   D. narrate 
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14. Taking care of a pet could ____ the course of a patient’s heart disease. 

A. decrease   B. conceal   C. neglect   D. alter 

15. The life _______ in Japan is high partly because of their healthy diet. 

A. coherence   B. expectancy   C. assurance    D. synchrony 

16. Regular exercise may help ______ pressure. 

A. alleviate   B. confirm   C. denominate   D. hallucinate 

17. Sending hurtful or threatening messages on social media can be a sort of ____. 

A. schizophrenia   B. cyberbullying   C. influencer   D. telepathy 

18. A ______ is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because of war or violence. 

A. persecutor   B. defendant   C. complicit   D. refugee 

19. Headaches and high blood pressure could be stress-related _____. 

A. compulsions   B. ailments   C. imperatives   D. genocides 

20. WHO has indicated that COVID-19 can be characterized as a _____. 

A. symptom   B. prognosis    C. pandemic   D. therapy 

 

Part B. Grammar: Choose the best answer to make the sentence grammatical. (Questions 21-40) 

21. The workers will go on strike ____ their demands are met. 

A. even    B. unless   C. rather   D. despite 

22. People living in the cities do not exercise as often as ______ in rural areas. 

A. who live   B. these living   C. those living   D. that which live 

23. If you ____ questions during the lecture then, you …… the concept better. 

A. asked/would understand   B. had asked/may have understood   C. ask/ could understand 

D. have asked/ will understand 

24. His belief ____ people are created equal caused Gandhi to reject the caste system. 

A. which    B. whether    C. that    D. in which 

25. The title of a book should be written with the first letter of the content word ______.   

A. capitalized   B. capitalizing    C. to be capitalized    D. to capitalize 

26. ____ Joseph became a lawyer surprised all his relatives.   

A. That    B. Despite   C. Whether   D. No matter how 

27. ____ on her bathing suit, my niece rushed down to the pool with great joy. 

A. Putting on   B. To put on    C. Having put on   D. To have put on 

28. Rachel sent me a novel, the cover ____ was designed by her brother. 

A. which   B. in which   C. that   D. of which  

29. _____ the two apartments, this one is surely the roomier. 

A. With   B. Of   C. In   D. Between 

30. The soprano sang a song first ___ as a lyric poem in the 18th century. 

A. having published   B. to publish   C. published   D. publishing 
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31. ____ performing in public as a child, Flora became an accomplished pianist. 

A. Already beginning   B. To begin   C. Having begun   D. To have begun  

32. Anxiety is _____ one is uneasy about future uncertainties. 

A. that    B. that which    C. where   D. when 

33. All the guests ______, my wife and I took off our shoes and relaxed. 

A. left   B. having left   C. were leaving   D. leaving 

34. When _____ not to touch the knife, the child wept immediately. 

A. warning   B. having warned   C. warned   D. to warn 

35. The decision ____ we should depart 15 minutes earlier is a wise one. 

A. whether   B. about which   C. how    D. that 

36. Not _____ with his score, Ben decided to talk with his math teacher. 

A. satisfying   B. having satisfied   C. satisfied   D. to satisfy 

37. _____ the box office knows, the musical Cats will begin 30 minutes later. 

A. So long as   B. As far as   C. Unless   D. Not so much as 

38. ______ her keys in the car, Diana called her husband for help. 

A. Locked   B. Locking   C. Having been locked   D. Having locked 

39. Under no circumstances _____ your baby alone in the car. 

A. you left  B. did you not leave  C. should you leave  D. you shouldn’t leave 

40. _____ at the border, no one will be allowed to leave the country. 

A. Would war break out   B. Should war break out   C. Having war broken out  

D. May war break out 

 

II.  Writing Ability: Read the following excerpted article and write a two-paragraph essay.  * Sum 

up the main idea of the article in the first paragraph and then write your comment or response in the 

second paragraph.  20% 

… 

Visual platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat deliver the tools that allow teens to 

earn approval for their appearance and compare themselves to others. The most vulnerable users, 

researchers say, are the ones who spend most of their time posting, commenting on and comparing 

themselves to photos. One study found that female college students who did this on Facebook were 

more likely to link their self-worth to their looks. Interestingly, while girls report more body image 

disturbance and disordered eating than boys—studies have shown both can be equally damaged by 

social media. 

And thanks to an array of free applications, selfie-holics now have the power to alter their 

bodies in pictures in a way that’s practically on par with makeup and other beauty products. If the 
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Internet has been called a great democratizer, perhaps what social media has done is let anyone enter 

the beauty pageant. Teens can cover up pimples, whiten teeth and even airbrush with the swipe of a 

finger, curating their own image to become prettier, thinner and hotter. 

All this provides an illusion of control: if I spend more time and really work at it, I can improve 

at being beautiful. “I don’t get to choose how I’m going to leave my apartment today,” one young 

woman told me. “If I could, my body would look different. But I can choose which picture makes my 

arms look thinner. 

But invariably, the line between a “like” and feeling ranked becomes blurred. “I think it affects 

teens subconsciously just seeing how many likes they get and how much attention get just for how 

they look,” one 16-year-old told me. 

… 

So what can parents do? Ask teens their opinion of the ways people modify their own 

appearance online: Why do people do it? What do they gain, and from whom? Sometimes just 

naming a feeling as normal can make a young adult feel less alone. It never hurts to tell your teen 

they matter more than their looks. As they peer into the mirror on the screen, a good old-fashioned “I 

love you exactly as you are” may be more timely than ever. 

~Excerpted from How Social Media Is a Toxic Mirror | Time 
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